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Molecular fingerprinting sea anemones and jellyfish: a transcriptomic approach to characterize Cnidarian cell types
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Molecular profiles of
cell populations
Cell types are traced
through development

Cell type comparisons
between species
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Cnidaria

Nematostella vectensis
Sea anemone

Cnidaria are long
lived with
complex life
history strategies
and remarkable
regenerative
capacities

Bilateria

Species 1
Anthozoa

T=1

Developmental Atlas of Cell Specification in the Moon
jellyfish Aurelia aurita

5 libraries were
generated from
single cell
suspensions of
dissected tissues

4 libraries were
generated from
single cell
suspensions at
sequential life
history stages

cell suspensions at sequential
developmental time points

Staurozoa

Species 2

1 library was generated from
single cell suspensions of the
medusa stage

Nematostell
a vectensis

Cnidaria

Aurelia aurita
4 libraries were
generated from
single cell
suspensions
from dissected
tissues of the
medusa stage

Aurelia aurita
Moon jellyfish

Scyphozoa

? Can we use molecular
fingerprinting from
single cell
transcriptomes to
characterize Cnidarian
cell types ?
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Cells sort along three main axes according to developmental time
Steger, Cole et al. in prep
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Characterization of cell
types within species
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Medusazoan cell types show similar segregation between functional layers*
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! Cells were clustered into broad populations and identified based on differential gene expression

Single Aurelia ortholog is
expressed in the striated
musculature of the umbrella

Mesentery & tentacle |
fast muscle (Nv)

GLAND

CNIDOCYTES

Few orthologs are
shared across all
muscle, supporting
hypothesis of
independent origin of
fast muscle within the
Cnidarian lineage

! 5229 orthologs were tested for differential expression across cell populations in both species independently;
overlapping gene sets are visualized as a chord diagram

Nematostella

| Aurelia

We have generated
two large single cell
datasets from the
sea anemone
Nematostella
vectensis and the
moon jelly Aurelia
aurita
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While epithelial layers
retain species-specific
properties,
differentiated
neurosecretory cells,
derived from all species,
share a common
orthologous gene
signature.

Shared
neurosecretory
derivatives

Gastrodermis | slow
muscle (Nv)

Aurelia muscle formation

neurosecretory

• 1:1 orthologs were calculated
between the species with
OMA

• Gene expression matrices
were reduced to OMA groups
and multi-species data
matrices were generated

Similar cell types cluster regardless of species

smooth
Aa-bHLH

All single cell suspensions were
loaded into a
10x Genomics
controller for
single cell
library
generation

muscle formation

Neur-ectoderm
(Isl, SoxB(2), SoxC,
Otx, etc.)

Anthozoan bHLH expansion
suggests independent
recruitment of fast muscle
program into the ectoderm

• Individual species datasets
were merged and cell
populations were identified
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! All libraries were merged and ordered according to similarity [UMAP]

CNIDOCYTES

epithelia*

gastrodermis*
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Aurelia

Fast
Muscle

endoderm*

Spatial information
was obtained for
genes of interest from
scRNA datasets

With
contributions
from many
members of the
MolEvoDev
division

Single cell library generation

Putatively homologous cell types are identified by comparing
orthologous transcriptomes across species

Comparative analysis reveals
photoreceptor cell-specific nuclear
receptor (PNR)-like as a conserved
transcription factor involved in cnidocyte
specification

Pharyngeal endoderm
(Mox, Paraxis, .)

neurosecretory

In situ
hybridization

Cnidocytes and digestive gland cells use common gene orthologs

Nematostella muscle formation
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Aurelia cell types cluster regardless of life history
stage Link, Cole et al. in prep

Library integration and analysis were
performed for each species using the RStudio
platform. The following R packages (and
dependencies) were used in this work:
Seurat
harmony
circlize
RMagic
CytoTRACE pals

Clytia hemisphaerica
hydrozoan jellyfish

Cell populations can be identified by gene expression profiles

Validation of single cell transcriptome
cluster identities

Analyses of single cell
transcriptomic data

Cnidarians are
powerful models for
studying the origin
of functional cell
types
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Cubozoa

T=3

Cell atlas in the hydrozoan
jellyfish Clytia hemispherica

*

Cnidaria are the
sister group to all
bilaterians
T=2

Developmental Atlas of Cell Specification in the Sea Anemone
Nematostella vectensis
11 libraries were generated from single

endoderm*

| Clytia
neurosecretory

ectoderm

! Data from all three species were reduced to a set of 2564 1:1 OMA orthologs, merged and analyzed together [Seurat]
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Single species
analyses identifies
cell types and
allows for
reconstruction of
developmental
pathways
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Similar cells types
can be identified by
analyzing single cell
transcriptomes
across species
based upon
orthologous gene
usage

